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world war i wikipedia - world war i often abbreviated as wwi or ww1 also known as the first world war or the great war was
a global war originating in europe that lasted from 28 july 1914 to 11 november 1918 contemporaneously described as the
war to end all wars it led to the mobilisation of more than 70 million military personnel including 60 million europeans making
it one of the largest wars in history, war and famine in ireland 1580 1700 the irish story - this article on famine in irish
history looks at how war provoked famine and massive population loss and aided conquest in early modern ireland,
national gallery tigris and euphrates history today - sigmund freud dated the origin of civilisation to the first time an
angry person cast a word instead of a rock whether that particular incident occurred in the fertile plain surrounding the
euphrates and tigris rivers is likely to remain unclear but histories of the world have traditionally seen mesopotamia from the
ancient greek for land between rivers and mostly contained, dwarf warhammer wiki fandom powered by wikia - a symbol
of the dwarfs the dwarfs or dawi as they call themselves are one of the oldest and proudest races in the warhammer world
with a great wealth of history and power that stretches back since time immemorial they once held an empire which
stretched from norsca in the north to the jungles in the south and from mount silverspear in the east to the grey mountains in
the west
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